Robust detection of alternative splicing in a population of single cells
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ABSTRACT

Single cell RNA-seq experiments provide valuable insight into cellular heterogeneity but suffer from low coverage, 3′ bias and technical noise. These unique properties of single cell RNA-seq data make study of alternative splicing difficult, and thus most single cell studies have restricted analysis of transcriptome variation to the gene level. To address these limitations, we developed SingleSplice, which uses a statistical model to detect genes whose isoform usage shows biological variation significantly exceeding technical noise in a population of single cells. Importantly, SingleSplice is tailored to the unique demands of single cell analysis, detecting isoform usage differences without attempting to infer expression levels for full-length transcripts. Using data from spike-in transcripts, we found that our approach detects variation in isoform usage among single cells with high sensitivity and specificity. We also applied SingleSplice to data from mouse embryonic stem cells and discovered a set of genes that show significant biological variation in isoform usage across the set of cells. A subset of these isoform differences are linked to cell cycle stage, suggesting a novel connection between alternative splicing and the cell cycle.

INTRODUCTION

Every cell within a multicellular organism accomplishes its specialized function through carefully coordinated spatiotemporal gene expression changes. Many eukaryotic genes exhibit alternative splicing, producing multiple types of transcripts with distinct exon combinations, which often result in distinct proteins with different functions (1). Bulk RNA-seq experiments performed on populations of cells are commonly used to obtain an aggregate picture of the splicing changes between biological conditions (2). The recent development of single cell RNA-seq protocols enabled genomewide investigation of gene expression differences at the level of individual cells, opening many new biological questions for study (3,4). However, due to the technical limitations of nascent methods for single cell RNA-seq analysis, most single-cell studies have investigated cellular expression differences at the level of genes but not isoforms (5,6).

Single cell RNA-seq experiments possess several unique properties (summarized in Supplementary Table S1), including high technical variation (7) and low coverage (8), requiring the use of methods different from bulk RNA-seq experiments (6). A single cell possesses only a very small amount of RNA and the sequencing reaction is limited by the amount of starting material; consequently, variability in ‘cell size’ (amount of biological RNA present) affects the sequencing results and must be taken into account during data analysis (7,9). Note that technical variables such as global capture efficiency (10) can also cause differences in ‘cell size’. The tiny amount of RNA in a single cell also means that much amplification is required, which introduces a high level of technical noise (7,10,11). The single molecule capture efficiency is also low (12), making single cell experiments much less sensitive than bulk RNA-seq experiments; transcripts expressed at low levels may not be detected (5).

Single cell RNA extraction protocols prime reverse transcription using the poly(A) tail. During this process, the reverse transcriptase enzyme sometimes produces short cDNAs by falling off before reaching the 5′ end of the transcript (5). The probability of RT falloff increases with distance from the 3′ end, resulting in read coverage biased toward the 3′ end. In addition, most single cells are sequenced at low coverage to maximize the number of cells surveyed (8); as many as 96 cells are usually sequenced in a single HiSeq run (13), and emerging technologies are able to sequence thousands of cells at very low coverage (14,15). Because RNA-seq produces reads that are much shorter than transcripts, inferring abundance estimates for full-length transcripts is not always possible even with bulk RNA-seq. The technical challenges of single cell RNA-seq data make abundance estimates for full-length transcripts highly unreliable (6).
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Another key difference is the experimental design; most bulk RNA-seq experiments use an n-class design, in which two or more biological groups are compared. The problem of identifying genes and isoforms that are differentially expressed is well studied for n-class designs. However, many single cell RNA-seq experiments use a single group design (7). A common problem is to identify genes that vary within a supposedly homogeneous population of cells. Because variation in the expression level of a gene can come from either technical noise or biological variation, a single group design requires modeling the technical noise of single cell sequencing protocol to determine genes whose variation exceeds that expected from noise (7,10,11).

Recent papers have introduced models that describe the technical variation in expression levels of genes measured with single cell RNA-seq (7,10,11). These noise models are trained using spike-in transcripts added at known, constant amounts across a set of cells and can be used to identify genes with significant biological variation in excess of technical variation across populations of single cells. However, existing noise models are unable to detect isoform changes for two reasons: (i) an isoform switching event is a change in ratio, not necessarily absolute expression level and (ii) single cell RNA-seq data do not generally contain sufficient information to measure expression levels of full-length transcripts.

To understand the distinction between a ratio change and a change in absolute expression, consider a gene G that is transcribed into two different isoforms, A and B. If 30 transcripts of G are present in condition 1 and 60 in condition 2, G shows differential gene expression. But if the 30 copies of G in condition 1 consist of 10 A transcripts and 20 B transcripts, and the 60 copies of G in condition 2 consist of 20 A transcripts and 40 B transcripts, G does not undergo a change in isoform usage. In both conditions, isoform A makes up one-third of the transcripts from G and isoform B makes up two-thirds. To identify differences in isoform usage, we must look for a change in the proportions of the transcripts of G that come from A and B, independent of the overall gene expression level. Note that the situation may be more complicated if G has more than two isoforms; in this case, changes in isoform usage may change the contributions of multiple isoforms to the overall expression of G. However, any isoform usage change must result in a different ratio for at least one pair of isoforms. To detect differences in isoform usage, a distribution comparison metric like Jensen–Shannon Divergence can be used (16). Alternatively, the relative proportions of each pair of isoforms can be examined.

To overcome these difficulties, we developed a computational method, SingleSplice, which uses a statistical model to detect genes whose isoform usage varies more than expected from the effects of technical noise alone. Importantly, SingleSplice detects such isoform usage differences without attempting to infer expression levels for full-length transcripts. To the best of our knowledge, SingleSplice is the first method that can detect genes whose isoform usage shows significant variation across a set of single cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of SingleSplice

The SingleSplice method consists of three main phases. In the first phase, we compute expression levels for the longest pieces of transcripts that can be unambiguously identified using short reads (Figure 1A). We accomplish this using the DiffSplice method (16). Briefly, we construct a directed, acyclic splice graph directly from read alignments so that possible transcripts correspond to paths through the graph. Using this splice graph, we identify single-entry, single-exit modules in the graph (Figure 1A). These single-entry, single-exit portions of the graph are called alternative splicing modules (ASMs), and each path through an ASM corresponds to a piece of one or more transcripts spanning two or more exons; there may be one or more ASMs per gene. ASMs possess the important property that any alternative splicing a gene undergoes will cause a change in the ratio of at least one pair of ASM paths.

The second phase of SingleSplice fits distributions describing the expected expression variation of each ASM path due to technical noise (Figure 1B). In the third phase, to determine whether a gene shows significant splicing changes across a set of cells, we sample values from the fitted noise model of each ASM path to predict the variance of isoform ratios due to technical noise alone, then use these predicted values to assess the significance of the observed variation in isoform ratio (Figure 1C). Intuitively, performing this sampling procedure (a statistical technique known as parametric bootstrapping) is like sequencing the same set of cells repeatedly to see how the isoform usage changes from technical variation alone.

Identifying alternative splicing modules and estimating coverage

To identify genes that exhibit alternative splicing, we construct an expression-weighted splice graph (ESG) directly from the genomic read alignments. An ESG is a directed, acyclic graph in which vertices are genomic coordinates, edges represent splices or contiguous transcription, and the weight on each edge corresponds to its coverage (16–18). Each gene has its own graph, and transcripts are represented as paths through the graph from a start site to an end site. A graph algorithm is subsequently used to identify ASMs (16). An ASM is defined as a subgraph of an ESG such that there is only one path into and out of the subgraph, and there is more than one path through the subgraph (16).

Intuitively, an ASM represents the longest portion of two or more distinct isoforms that can be each identified by at least one unique set of reads; an ASM path corresponds to the portion of the isoform that differs from other isoforms. To avoid isoforms expressed at very low levels, we used only splice junctions with 10 or more reads in at least 20 samples when identifying ASM structures. A probabilistic model is then fit using expectation maximization to estimate the coverage of each ASM path using the numbers of reads on both the exons and junctions of the paths (16). The strategy of identifying ASMs directly from the data as opposed to a simpler strategy such as that used by MISO (19) provides...
Figure 1. Diagram of SingleSplice method. (A) SingleSplice constructs an expression-weighted splice graph directly from aligned reads (top), then identifies alternative splicing modules (ASMs) and calculates the coverage on each ASM path (indicated in black, red, yellow and green). (B) For each ASM path, a distribution is fit to capture the expected variation in coverage due to technical noise. (C) SingleSplice computes the expected variation in isoform usage by sampling repeatedly from the fitted noise distributions. The resulting sampled values are used to compute an empirical P-value for the null hypothesis that the observed variation in isoform usage results from technical noise alone.

two important benefits: (i) discovery of isoforms incorporating unannotated splicing events and (ii) abundance estimation of the longest uniquely identifiable portions of transcripts rather than just the exons immediately adjacent to an alternative splicing event.

Fitting distributions to predict technical variation

In order to predict the variation of isoform ratios caused by technical noise, we first needed a model for technical variation in measured expression level. The basic idea of our approach is to learn a mean-variance relationship from a set of spike-in transcripts, as has been shown to be effective in previous studies (7,10,11). Once this mean-variance model is trained, the expected technical variation of any transcript (spike-in or endogenous) can be calculated from the mean of its measured expression levels.

Previous papers (10,11) have used negative binomial models to predict the expression-dependent variation in read counts on genes. Note that a fundamental assumption of such approaches is that the level of technical noise depends on expression level, or more precisely the number of molecules present at the beginning of the sequencing process. To accurately reflect this assumption, we developed a model for the variation in coverage, not raw read counts, because we are comparing ASM paths that may be of different lengths, so we need to normalize read counts by length. The need to normalize by length follows directly from the fact that read count is proportional to the number and length of transcripts sequenced. For a given isoform (or ASM path) \( t \),

\[
reads(t) \propto \text{number of molecules}(t) \times \text{length}(t)
\]

\[
\text{coverage}(t) = \frac{\text{reads}(t)}{\text{length}(t)}
\]
Therefore, coverage (reads per base) is proportional to the number of transcripts present, and we model expression-dependent noise variation using coverage.

Since coverage is continuous rather than count data, we used a gamma distribution – the continuous analog of the negative binomial distribution. When we attempted to fit gamma distributions to the spike-in data, we found that the gamma model worked well for highly expressed transcripts, but did not accurately predict the behavior of transcripts at low abundance. Testing the gamma fits using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test showed that the fits were accepted for all highly expressed spike-ins but rejected for nearly all spike-ins expressed below 100 RPKMs. While looking at these low expression transcripts, we noticed frequent expression levels of 0 (a ‘dropout’ event) (10), which has an undefined probability under the gamma distribution. Dropout events can occur because of the low capture efficiency of single cell RNA-seq protocols; transcripts expressed at low levels often fail to be captured and amplified (10). We thus chose to model technical variation using the following mixture distribution (where \( I_{x=0} \) is 1 if \( x = 0 \) and 0 otherwise):

\[
f_X(x) = p I_{x=0} + (1 - p) \Gamma(k, \theta) I_{x>0}
\]

The problem of fitting a noise model then reduces to finding values for \( p \), \( k \) and \( \theta \). We accomplished this by using linear regression to predict the dropout probability \( p \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \) from the mean expression level \( \mu \). The variance is predicted using a generalized linear model of the gamma family (Figure 2A) and the dropout probability is predicted using logistic regression (Figure 2B). Once \( \mu \), \( p \) and \( \sigma^2 \) are known, \( k \) and \( \theta \) can be directly computed using the following equations (which can be easily derived from the expressions for the variance of a gamma distribution). Note that for \( p = 0 \) (i.e. in the absence of dropouts), these expressions reduce to the equations for gamma mean and variance in terms of \( k \) and \( \theta \):

\[
k = \frac{\mu^2}{\sigma^2(1-p) - p\mu^2}
\]

\[
\theta = \frac{\sigma^2(1-p) - p\mu^2}{\mu(1-p)}
\]

We performed the gamma regression using the glmgam.fit function from the statmod R package. Only spike-in transcripts with expression levels above a 10 RPKM certain threshold were used to fit the gamma model. Logistic regression was performed using the glm function in R.

**Normalizing by cell size**

Unlike bulk RNA-seq experiments, cellular variation in the amount of starting RNA (‘cell size’) is significant in single cell RNA-seq experiments. Cellular differences like cell cycle stage can affect cell size (Figure 3A). Failure to account for this variation can result in artifacts such as the one shown in Figure 3C where two spike-in transcripts whose expression levels should vary randomly are instead correlated with cell size and with each other. Since spike-ins are added at known, constant amounts, we can use the ratio of biological reads to spike-in reads as a proxy for cell size. The total number of aligned reads per cell also varies independently of cell size variations due to differences in total sequencing depth, read quality, amount of non-polyadenylated RNA that was sequenced, etc. To account for these effects, we normalize coverage both by number of aligned reads and by cell size. To normalize by cell size, we compute a ‘scale factor’ \( s_i \) for each cell \( i \) so that the expression levels of each cell are scaled to the median cell size:

\[
s_i = \frac{\text{median aligned biological reads in sample } i}{\text{total aligned reads in sample } i} \times \frac{\text{aligned biological reads in sample } i}{\text{total aligned reads in sample } i}
\]

We normalize coverage by the total number of aligned reads, yielding a quantity similar to reads per kilobase length per million reads (RPKM), then multiply by the cell size scale factor:

\[
c_{ij} = \frac{\text{coverage of ASM path } j \text{ in sample } i}{\text{total aligned reads in sample } i} \times s_i \times \frac{\text{aligned biological reads in sample } i}{\text{total aligned reads in sample } i}
\]

The normalized coverage no longer shows the effects of cell size (compare Figure 3B and D).

**Detecting biological variation in isoform usage**

We use a parametric bootstrapping approach to identify genes whose isoform usage varies more than expected based on technical variation. In the following discussion, we will...
refer to transcript abundance for convenience, but the values we work with are derived from ASM paths. After determining the parameters of a gamma distribution that predict technical variation in expression level of a pair of transcripts (as described above), we sample repeatedly from these distributions and calculate the proportions of each ASM path in the resulting samples. More formally, for transcript $A$ expressed at an average level of $\mu_1$ and transcript $B$ expressed at an average level of $\mu_2$ in a set of $n$ cells, we sample $n$ expression levels for each transcript and repeat this process 1000 times:

$$a \sim p_1 I_{x=0} + (1 - p_1) \Gamma(k_1, \theta_1) I_{x>0}$$

$$b \sim p_2 I_{x=0} + (1 - p_2) \Gamma(k_2, \theta_2) I_{x>0}$$

Then, for each of the 1000 sets of $n$ values, we compute the sample variance of the isoform proportions:

$$s^2 = \frac{1}{n - 1} \sum (r_i - \bar{r})^2$$

where $r_i = a_i / (a_i + b_i)$.

This gives the expected variation in isoform proportions due to technical noise. Intuitively, our parametric bootstrap samples simulate sequencing the same set of cells 1000 times to see how the results change due to technical noise alone. Using the set of $s^2$ values computed in this way, we determine an empirical $P$-value—for the null hypothesis that technical noise alone accounts for the observed changes in isoform proportions—by simply counting the number of times that variation at least as great as the experimental variation is present in our simulated $s^2$ values. Note that our parametric bootstrap approach also gives an empirical distribution for isoform proportion $r_i$; these values can be compared to the distribution observed in the population of

Figure 3. Accounting for effects of cell size. (A) Variation in the relative proportions of reads mapping to spike-in transcripts and cellular transcripts indicates that the amount of cellular RNA varies reproducibly during the cell cycle. (B) Since spike-in transcripts are added at constant amounts, their measured expression levels should vary randomly across the set of cells. Instead, PCA using only reads per kilobase length per million reads (RPKM) from spike-in transcripts before cell size normalization predicts cell cycle stage. (C) Spike-in expression levels should fluctuate randomly due to technical noise, but instead spike-in expression levels before normalization are strongly correlated with each other and with cell size. Note how closely the blue, orange and grey lines trend together. (D) Normalizing for cell size using the fraction of reads that come from spike-in versus cellular RNA removes this effect.
sequenced cells (as shown in Figures 2C–D and 4A), using, for example, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. We therefore re-ran our true positive and true negative examples (Supplementary Figure S1) using the KS test and found that the performance was very similar whether an empirical $P$-value for ratio variance or the KS test was used, although the KS test performed slightly worse (data not shown). Note that our method is designed to predict ratio variance for a pair of ASM paths. For an ASM with more than two paths, we compare all pairs of paths; in the case of an ASM with prohibitively many paths, we look only at the $k$ most highly expressed paths, where $k$ is a user-specific constant.

To find genes that showed isoform usage differences linked to cell cycle stage, we computed the isoform proportions $r_i$ for pairs of ASM paths and used a Kruskal–Wallis test. This test allowed identification of pairs of ASM paths for which the isoform proportions observed in each phase of the cell cycle (G1, S and G2/M) are not drawn from the same distribution. The $P$-values from the Kruskal–Wallis test were adjusted using the method of Benjamini–Hochberg to correct for multiple hypothesis testing, and any pairs of ASM paths with adjusted $P$-values below 0.05 were considered to show changes linked to the cell cycle.

RESULTS

SingleSplice accurately predicts behavior of spike-in transcripts

We used spike-in transcripts (20) added at known, constant concentrations across a set of cells in a previously published data set (9) to calibrate our model and test the sensitivity and specificity of SingleSplice. Because we are comparing ASM paths that may be of different lengths, and the number of reads obtained from a particular ASM path depends on both initial number of molecules and length, we developed a model for the variation in coverage, not raw read counts (see Materials and Methods for a detailed discussion of this point). We used the gamma distribution—the continuous analog of the negative binomial distribution—to model coverage, since coverage is continuous rather than count data.

When we attempted to fit gamma distributions to the spike-in data, we found that the model did not accurately predict the behavior of transcripts at low abundance. These low expression transcripts frequently show expression levels of 0 (a ‘dropout’ event) (11), which has an undefined probability under the gamma distribution. We thus chose to model technical variation using a mixture of gamma and Bernoulli distributions (see Materials and Methods section for details). The problem of fitting a noise model then reduces to finding the parameters of this mixture distribution. We accomplished this by using logistic regression to predict dropout probability and gamma regression to predict variance from mean expression level (Figure 2A–B). Parametric bootstrapping using this noise model allows computation of the expected variation in ratio due to technical noise (Figure 2C–D).

In addition, we found that it was necessary to normalize expression levels by ‘cell size’, the total amount of mRNA present in each cell. Since spike-in transcripts are added at known, constant amounts, the ratio of biological to spike-in reads can be used as a proxy for cell size. In the Buettner data set that we analyzed (9), cells at different stages of the cell cycle show consistent differences in cell size (Figure 3A). As a result, PCA using only spike-in expression levels (which should show only stochastic variation across the set of cells) separates cells by cell cycle stage (Figure 3B), and the expression levels of pairs of spike-ins are strongly correlated with each other and with cell size (Figure 3C), even when total sequencing depth is taken into account. Normalizing expression levels by the proportion of reads that came from the cell rather than from spike-in transcripts removes this effect (Figure 3D).

To evaluate the performance of SingleSplice, we used two different kinds of tests constructed by pairing spike-in transcripts within each cell so that each spike-in represents an isoform of an alternatively spliced gene (Figure 4). We constructed true negative tests by simply pairing the measured expression levels of spike-in transcripts (Figure 4A). Because each spike-in transcript is added at a constant amount in every cell, the ratio between a given pair of spike-ins is also constant, technical noise being the only source of variation. The set of spike-ins consists of 96 separate transcripts, which gave 4186 pairs of spike-ins, each pair corresponding to an alternatively spliced gene, after omitting self-pairings and transcripts whose measured expression was identically zero. SingleSplice correctly identified the majority (85% specificity) of these true negative spike-in pairs as showing no significant isoform ratio change at $p = 0.05$. Figure 4B shows the results of this test as a scatter plot, where the x-axis represents the ratio variance predicted by SingleSplice and the y-axis is the observed ratio variance of the spike-in pair. Each rectangle corresponds to a single pair of spike-ins, true negatives are colored green, false positives are colored black and the expression level is indicated by the size of the rectangle. Note that the SingleSplice model predicts the behavior of the isoform ratios quite well, as indicated by how the points generally lie along the dotted line.

We next devised a set of true positive tests in which we swapped half of the measured expression levels for pairs of spike-in transcripts (Figure 4C), mimicking isoform switching across a set of cells. In these examples, variation in the ratio of pairs of spike-in transcripts comes from technical noise and simulated isoform switching. As in the true negative case, we constructed 4186 pairs of spike-in transcripts. We found that SingleSplice again performed very well (86% specificity). Note that, unlike the true negative test cases, the observed ratio variance generally exceeds the variance expected from technical noise alone (indicated by the dotted line). This shows that SingleSplice accurately detects biological variation in excess of technical variation. Many of the false negatives come from pairs where the spike-ins were expressed at very low levels, as shown by the small boxes in Figure 4D that are also black. This effect may be due to a detection threshold below which isoform switching is simply undetectable due to the high level of technical noise (see also the discussion of Supplementary Figure S1 below).

In addition, we note that the External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) spike-ins span a very wide range of concentrations, which for some spike-in pairs results in large abundance changes when we swap expression levels to simulate isoform switching. This wide range of spike-in con-
centrations allows us to assess the performance of SingleSplice across the full spectrum of ratio changes. However, by looking at subsets of the spike-ins we also confirmed that SingleSplice sensitivity shows graceful degradation as the expression levels of the swapped spike-ins approach each other. For spike-ins whose mean expression levels differ by at most a factor of five (mean > 10 RPKMs), sensitivity is 85%. Similarly, for spike-in pairs with fold changes of at most four, three and two, the sensitivity values are 83%, 79% and 69%, respectively. Note also that these sensitivity values vary based on the actual expression level of each spike-in; i.e. isoform switching is much easier to detect between spike-ins with mean expression of 1000 and 2000 than mean expression of 10 and 20.

To demonstrate the importance of the modeling strategies SingleSplice uses to capture expression-dependent noise behavior, we also compared the performance of SingleSplice to a baseline method. A reasonable first approach to identifying alternatively spliced genes would be to choose a threshold value c. This baseline method would then classify any genes with ratio variance greater than c as showing significant alternative splicing, and all other genes as showing no significant change. For an appropriately chosen threshold value, the baseline method is fairly effective, achieving 92% sensitivity and 81% specificity across the full set of spike-in pairs described above for c = 0.05 (Supplementary Figure S1A). The surprising effectiveness of this strategy is due to the separation between ratio variance for the true positive and true negative spike-in pairs (Supplementary Figure S1B). However, a key shortcoming of the baseline method is its inability to account for differences in expected ratio variance due to expression level. Based on the mean-variance relationship that describes the behavior of technical noise (see Figure 2A), we expect that pairs of transcripts expressed at low levels will show much more ratio variance than highly expressed transcript pairs. Inspecting pairs of spike-ins where both transcripts are expressed at a low level (mean < 10 RPKMs) compared to highly expressed spike-ins (mean > 1000 RPKMs) shows that the ratio variance is strongly related to expression level (Supplementary Figure S1B and S1C). This fact will systematically bias the baseline method toward calling low expression genes as alternatively spliced and identifying high expression genes as not alternatively spliced, the exact opposite of what is desirable when analyzing noisy, low coverage single cell data. For example, using the cutoff c = 0.05 on pairs of spike-ins where both transcripts have mean expression below 10 RPKMs gives a specificity of just 25%. In contrast, SingleSplice correctly identifies 86% of these low expression true negative pairs. Conversely, the cutoff c = 0.05 gives 71% sensitivity on highly expressed spike-in pairs compared to SingleSplice’s sensitivity of 94% on the same pairs. By modeling the expected ratio variance as a function of expression level, we are able to remove the bias toward calling low expression genes as alternatively spliced. Instead, we determine the significance of splicing variation by the amount of variation expected based on the expression levels of the transcripts involved.

We also devised a set of tests to demonstrate SingleSplice’s ability to detect alternative splicing in ASMs with more than two paths. To do this, we sampled random triples of spike-ins, then swapped half of the measured expression levels between two of the transcripts in the triple to mimic isoform switching. True negative examples were created as by simply using the measured expression levels of the three chosen transcripts. Because there are more than 125 000 possible spike-in triples, we randomly sampled 10 000 rather than looking at all possible combi-
nations as we did for the pairwise case. We then tested all (3 choose 2) = 3 pairs of spike-ins for each triple and called the triple alternatively spliced if the $P$-value for any pair was significant. SingleSplice showed 87% sensitivity and 67% specificity on these tests. The reduction in specificity and the slight increase in sensitivity compared to the pairwise tests is likely due to the fact that a gene is called alternatively spliced if any pair shows a significant change. One strategy to mitigate the drop in specificity is to perform ‘majority voting’ and call the gene as alternatively spliced only if a majority of the pairwise comparisons are significant. Using this voting strategy on the set of 10 000 spike-in triples gives 91% specificity and 85% sensitivity. Our analysis of real data showed that most ASMs do not have more than two highly expressed paths, and SingleSplice allows the user to restrict analysis to the $k$ most highly expressed paths. In addition, SingleSplice outputs the result of the statistical test for each pair of ASM paths, allowing the user to choose whether to use majority voting when assessing if a gene truly shows alternative splicing.

**Mouse embryonic stem cells show isoform usage differences linked to cell cycle stage**

Having verified the performance of SingleSplice using spike-in transcripts, we looked for genes with significant isoform usage variation across a set of mouse embryonic stem cells whose cell cycle stage had been determined experimentally before sequencing (9). In the Buettner data set, SingleSplice identified 797 genes that showed significant biological variation in isoform usage (Figure 5A; Supplementary File 1). Because the cells in this data set are all from the same cell line, this biological variation is most likely due to changes in the dynamic state of the cells rather than genetic differences. Thus, we would expect isoform usage variation to come from primarily (i) stochastic changes in transcription among cells or (ii) cell cycle differences.

To further investigate the source of the observed variation, we looked for genes whose isoform usage changes are linked to cell cycle phase. To do this, we compared the isoform proportions calculated by SingleSplice across cells in the G1, S and G2/M cell cycle phases. Using a Kruskal–Wallis test and false discovery rate (FDR) correction, we identified 124 genes that show significant isoform usage differences among cell cycle stages, including three particularly interesting examples: *Hnurnp, Snhg3* and *Rbm25* (Figure 5B–D; Supplementary File 2). *Hnurnp* encodes an RNA binding protein that plays a role in mRNA splicing (21), nuclear export (22) and translational regulation (23). In addition, in human cells, the protein product is known to play a crucial role in cell cycle regulation through interaction with the long noncoding RNA *MALAT1* (22); is differentially phosphorylated during the cell cycle (24); and modulates translation of the c-myc protein in a cell cycle dependent manner (23). Our SingleSplice analysis revealed that *Hnurnp* uses an alternative 5′ splice site that results in either a long or a short upstream exon, and the short upstream exon is used primarily in S-phase (Figure 5B, transcript structure above graph). *Snhg3* is a long non-coding RNA that is conserved between mice and humans but has not been extensively studied, and little is known about its function. *Snhg3* shows a cell-cycle-dependent alternative splicing change in which two short exons are replaced with a longer exon (Figure 5C). The relative abundance of the splice form containing two short exons (upper transcript structure in Figure 5C) steadily increases through G1 and S phase, peaking in G2/M phase. *Rbm25* is a spliceosome-associated RNA binding protein that has been shown to regulate apoptosis by modulating alternative splicing of the *BCL2L1* gene (25). Our analysis showed that exon skipping in *Rbm25* produces two distinct splice variants (Figure 5D) with an expression pattern that differs strikingly between G2/M phase and G1 and S phase. Intriguingly, the distribution of these two splice variants across the set of single cells is bimodal, with modes at 0 and 1, indicating that most cells almost exclusively express either one form or the other (Figure 5D). The ASM path with two internal exons (lower transcript structure in Figure 5D) appears to be used with much greater frequency among cells that are in G2/M phase compared to the other cell cycle phases.

Principal component analysis (PCA) using only isoform proportions from these 124 genes separates cells by cell cycle stage, underscoring the strong relationship between cell cycle stage and isoform usage (Figure 5E). We also looked for gene ontology terms enriched in this set of genes to verify that the genes are involved in the cell cycle (Supplementary File 3). A number of GO terms related to the cell cycle process, including regulation of DNA replication, nuclear division and maintenance of chromosome number, are enriched, lending further credence to the hypothesis that the mRNA splicing changes we observed are likely to play a role in the cell cycle. Interestingly, the set of 124 genes is also enriched for genes involved in RNA splicing and RNA processing, suggesting that global splicing regulation may change during the cell cycle.

Although we also investigated a different data set (13), we found fewer genes with multiple isoforms detected at appreciable levels, possibly due to lower sequencing depth. In contrast, the Buettner data set was sequenced to greater depth and showed many more splice variants. We found a roughly linear relationship between the read depth per cell and the number of ASM paths detected above 10 RPKMs (Supplementary Figure S2). The majority of ASM paths that we detected occur in only a few cells, which suggests many alternative splicing events are relatively rare due to a combination of biological and technical variation. For this reason, the number of cells sequenced will likely also influence the detection rate of ASM paths. In addition, sequencing more cells increases the statistical power for detecting alternative splicing across the set of single cells by giving more chances to observe a given splicing event. Furthermore, the number of ASM paths detected in each cell at low coverage is smaller than the number of genes detected in a typical single cell RNA-seq experiment, suggesting that many of the genes are not sampled deeply enough to reveal multiple isoforms. Thus, it appears that the low coverage typically used in single cell RNA-seq studies does not completely sample the complexity of the transcriptome, and experiments investigating alternative splicing may need to use increased sequencing depth.
Figure 5. Discovery of splicing changes during the cell cycle. (A) Expected (line) and observed (histogram) ratio distributions for the Rbm25 gene. Note that the isoform usage differs significantly from what is expected based on technical noise alone. (B–D) The Hnrnpc, Snhg3 and Rbm25 genes show isoform usage changes during the cell cycle. The exon-intron structure (5′ to 3′ in direction of transcription) of each pair of ASM paths is shown above the corresponding plot. The ratios shown in these panels are computed with respect to the top ASM path – i.e. a ratio of 0 corresponds to only the bottom ASM path, and a ratio of 1 indicates only the top ASM path. (E) PCA using isoform ratios alone separates cells according to cell cycle stage.

**DISCUSSION**

We have developed SingleSplice, a tool for studying alternative splicing using single cell RNA-seq data. SingleSplice models the effects of technical noise on isoform ratios, allowing investigators to detect biological variation in isoform usage across a population of single cells. We discovered a set of 797 genes that show significant isoform usage differences in mouse embryonic stem cells. One can also use SingleSplice to identify alternative splicing between pre-specified groups of single cells, as we did with cells separated by experimentally determined cell cycle stage. Alternatively, the output of SingleSplice can be used to cluster cells by their isoform ratios to discover intrinsic cell types based on their isoform ratios.

With the development of SingleSplice, a number of interesting biological questions can be investigated using single cell RNA-seq data. For example, it is not known whether every cell within a tissue generally expresses all of the isoforms that are detected in a bulk RNA-seq sample. Preliminary studies suggest that populations of cells may display different ‘modes’ of isoform usage that are blended together in bulk RNA-seq data (26). Single cell studies can provide insight into the isoform usage differences that occur during dynamic biological processes, such as differentiation (27), immune cell activation (28) or tumorigenesis (29). SingleSplice can also be used to investigate heterogeneity within healthy or diseased tissues, with the goal of characterizing previously unknown intrinsic subpopulations of cells defined by splicing differences. Ultimately, integrating other types of functional genomic assays such as single cell DNA sequencing (30), single cell Hi-C (31), single cell ATAC-seq (32) or single cell ChIP-seq (33) with single cell RNA-seq will give insights into the connections between alternative splicing and other biological processes. Our analysis here
indicates that deep coverage and use of spike-in transcripts are important prerequisites for careful and detailed future studies of alternative splicing at the single cell level. Combined with the robust detection method of SingleSplice, single cell RNA-seq studies promise to generate many new insights into basic RNA biology and the ways in which cells work together to enable complex multicellular life.
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